The Physics of the BioElectric Shield
The BioElectric Shield uses principles of physics to protect a person.
Stepping back in time to the last century… . In 1914, Max von Laue won a Nobel Prize
in Physics by showing that x-rays could be reflected and redirected with a zinc-sulfide
crystal (ZnS), in much the same way as mirrors are used to reflect and redirect visible
light. William Bragg won the Nobel Prize in 1915 for establishing "Bragg's Law" which
determines the specific crystal spacing (i.e. the specific lattice spacing) needed to reflect
and redirect any type of electromagnetic energy. Since then, scientists have used natural crystals to reflect
and redirect other types of electromagnetic radiation (like gamma rays).
Modern science also has made extensive use of the fact that different crystals "resonate" at different
frequencies. The first short-wave radios and electric watches were made of quartz crystals, because quartz
amplifies and stabilizes only certain fixed frequencies of vibration. For the same reason, the first lasers were
made from rubies. The Shield uses both these principles:
redirecting harmful frequencies … and amplifying and stabilizing vibration.
How it protects, strengthens and balances your energy
The BioElectric Shield is a configuration of quartz and other crystals that resonate at a very
balanced human frequency band. When you put on a Shield it puts a “cocoon” of energy around you.
Inside the cocoon it blends with your energy, balancing and strengthening your energy. (Figure A). It
also creates a protective layer of energy that deflects energies including electromagnetic radiation, other
people's negativity, or negative energy from places. The energy from the Shield blends with your energy.
It balances and strengthens every aspect of your energy field:
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How the Energy of the Bio Shield Interacts with Your Energy









When you put on a Shield, it senses your unique vibration. This is because the crystals in the shield
are alive, vibrating, and interacting with your energy.
Within 24 hours the Shield will add its energy field to yours, at your EXACT resonant frequency,
strengthening and stabilizing you.
By adding this energy to you, it's as if you have doubled your strength. It doesn't change your
frequency- it supports, strengthens and balances your energy field.
At the edge of this protective cocoon, a spinning vortex of energy is created. (Figure B).
You could think of it as a "gatekeeper" It lets in the good energy, but deflects any
energy that is incompatible with your unique healthy energy frequency.
It will deflect any energy that is not compatible with you-be it from a person, a place, or a thing
(computer, cell phone) -– is forced to go around you.
Physicists have shown that energy has to take the path of least resistance.
The Shield’s energy field, in combination with yours, is so strong that when an energy that is not
compatible with you hits the vortex it goes around you, like water flowing around a rock in a
stream.

If you are not wearing a Shield, your body has
to work hard to deflect energies that are not
compatible with the natural frequency of the body.
Instead, you can let the Shield redirect these energies.
Many Shield wearers say life is easier, less tiring, and
more relaxed. They don't get sick often. Can you see
how this could benefit you?
These photos are called Kirilian Photography.
They are showing the human energy field that is
invisible to the naked eye, but kirilian film has the correct sensitivity to photograph this energy frequency.
This series shows the remarkable strengthening, and protection wearing a Shield provides.

The first photo is
taken before she put
on a Shield.

The second photo is
after one hour,
showing the increase
in her energy.

The last picture was taken after she had worn the Shield for 6
months. She had not done anything different besides wearing the
Shield. What she noticed was much more energy, and a return in
her creativity. Even with two young children, she had the energy to
paint after they had gone to bed. She was amazed & very pleased!
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